Years from now, this snowboard will be lighter and stronger than you could ever picture. Fully packed with new innovations. All those innovations are bound to be discovered. They’re all hidden, impatiently waiting to be uncovered.

When I get my hands on this snowboard, it will be the culmination of thousands of ideas, tried and failed. It will be standing proof that endlessly testing both expected and unexpected ideas will mold the basis for game-changing performance.

But this snowboard won’t uncover itself — not without a little imagination.

It’s time I search beyond what I know today.

#BeyondWhatISee
**Structure**

The honeycomb area of the tip section is further increased from STOMP-TECH 3.0, and carbon on the ribbons is placed to further reduce the swing weight and improve performance.

**ISOMETRIC TIP**

The plow shape expands the sweet area of the tip for improved stability during snowplowing.

**CN+1° R100**

The nose is lightweight and the weight balance is closer to the stance center, making it difficult for the nose to get impacted, allowing for comfortable powder skiing.

**Materials**

**2G-Nano™ Speed**

A new carbon material that converts stiffness to resiliency even under high loads.

**Nanofit™**

A new carbon material that converts stiffness to resiliency even under high loads.

**TORAYCA M40JX**

A high-strength carbon fiber developed by Toray Industries, Inc.

**NANOMETRIC XTT**

Graphite material with higher vibration absorption and more linear stiffness than conventional graphite.

**ABSORB DECK**

Deck surface is made of a material with high vibration damping properties. The material provides a smooth, rideable ride on the snow surface.

**STRELA**

Lightweight and highly vibration-damping material composite with carbon. This material suppresses vibration from the snow surface during riding.

**A.V.C.**

Radiator particles are compounded with resin to produce vibration damping and a flexible surface.

**S.A.V./Elastomer**

Thick elastomer. High vibration absorption and excellent straightness at high speeds.
Push the limits of high rotation and difficulty
Freestyle Board

The lightweight, high-energy construction "OMI" has been adopted. This special graphite structure improves the board's strength and stability with balance. The multi-deck board can challenge any difficult tricks to be Rev.

**REV**

**Base Core:** REV

**Size:** 159 - 156 - 154

**Color:** Grey

**Made in Japan**

**Structure:** CFM - HMDC with Composite Square Tube

**Material:** PVC Coating - UHMW-PE Base Core - MDF / BOP CORE / Arimid Honeycomb Base Material: 800700-7900 - Structure Finish

**GEOMETRIC TIP**

*Yote Totsuka Model*

*Yonex*
Slick Hirano Model

Perfectly balanced for turns and tricks
All-round board with the latest technology
Smooth riding and flexible for all abilities. The light swing weight allows a wide range of riding in all types of snow conditions. This high-quality board is trusted by professionals and advanced riders. (S wide model is also available)

SLEEK
Men's Wide SLW
Size: 130 - 150
Color: White

Made in Japan
Structure: UCMC + Graphite internal Cap Core + UCMC/BD/BD CORE/BD Core/BD Core
Base Material: BISO SPEED 7600 - Structure: Triax

Versatile board suitable for any conditions
An all-terrain board that has supported many snowboarders improve their skills. Easy to control at speeds in low to high speed range. It has a smooth response in turns and tail end recommended for snowboarders looking to step up their game.

NEXTAGE
Women's Wide NNX
Size: 149 - 156
Color: White

Made in Japan
Structure: Standard TP - Structure: Triax
Base Material: BISO SPEED 7600 - Structure: Triax

High-performance junior snowboard designed to accelerate their progression
An all-terrain board which has features to improve progression. It can come as well as an adult model. This model can also be competitive in the park and halfpipe.

Slick Hirano Model

Sena Tomita - Ruki Tomita Model

For female snowboarders seeking comfort riding and high performance
A high-performance all-round board with ease of control. This female specific board is for those who seek high-end carving performance, stability in jumps and excellent balance in high rotations.

SMOOTH
Women's Wide SWA
Size: 130 - 150
Color: White

Made in Japan
Structure: UCMC/Graphite + BISO SPEED 7600 - Structure: Triax
Base Material: BISO SPEED 7600 - Structure: Triax

High-performance junior snowboard designed to accelerate their progression
An all-terrain board which has features to improve progression. It can come as well as an adult model. This model can also be competitive in the park and halfpipe.
**FREE RIDE**

**Light and maneuverable Fun Powder board**

This board can travel through deep powder and floats. The board's construction has been developed to reduce weight. Making it easy to control the board. This board has a quick reaction in the lightest of terrains.

**LUVARITH**

- **Size:** 158 - 164 - 178
- **Color:** Orange/Black
- **Made in Japan**
- **Structure:** S2 Carbon / B1 Comb / Arflex Hemlock
- **Base Material:** BIO SPEED-Tip Graphite

**Style: Twin Tip**

- **Model:** L528
- **Size:** 157 - 158
- **Color:** Black/Purple
- **Made in Japan**
- **Structure:** S2 Carbon / B1 Comb / Arflex Hemlock
- **Base Material:** BIO SPEED-Tip Graphite

---

**Stylish Freeriding Funboard**

This board can carve quick and comfortably floats in deep powder. Ride with style throughout the mountains.

**GLIDE**

- **Size:** 162 - 178
- **Color:** Black
- **Made in Japan**
- **Structure:** S2 Carbon / S2 Sglass / Bio Comb / Arflex Hemlock
- **Base Material:** BIO SPEED-Tip Graphite

---

**Women specific board for easy Powder riding**

A freeriding board optimized for women. Smooth in deep powder with its sufficient flex as well as non-slip performance. Excellent in maneuverability to cruise freely on a variety of terrains.

**GRACE**

- **Size:** 147 - 152
- **Color:** Orange
- **Made in Japan**
- **Structure:** S2 Carbon / S2 Sglass / Bio Comb / Arflex Hemlock
- **Base Material:** BIO SPEED-Tip Graphite

---

**Imagines a new way of riding powder Freestyle board with a new sensation**

A new freestyle board that can be described as "FAT" with its twin tip shape that gives it more flex to comfortably powder skiing. From powder to park this board can do it all. The new 4XP Freestyle board has an increased surface area in the nose with a wider width to create more float and comfort in powder.

**4XP PONTIWIN**

- **Size:** 150 - 158
- **Color:** White/Blue
- **Made in Japan**
- **Structure:** S2 Carbon / Sglass
- **Base Material:** BIO SPEED-Tip Graphite
FREESTYLE

Light swing weight
World class high performance park board

The light swing weight construction "CRD" has been added, high in flexibility and reduced with a good balance in high power input and high speed rotations. This board makes it possible to challenge tricks in the real back.

STYLIZED

Key info: DH234
Size: 138 - 145 - 151 - 156 - 160W
Color: Black
Made in Japan
Structure: 50% - Graphic model
Material: HIC - Graphite + HIC BOARD / HIC CORE / Two-bulb Honeycomb
Base Material: RPI-SPEED 795

4KP

Size: 138 - 144 - 151 - 154 - 160W
Color: Black, Pink
Made in Japan
Structure: Grind Standard
Material: HIC - Graphite / RPI-SPEED 795
Base Material: RPI-SPEED 795

A mature classic board
Well balanced twin-tip board

A classic twin-tip board perfect for those who want to improve their trick skills and ride the park in style. The wide tip makes it easier to maneuver the nose and tail and improves control and jump release, as well as landing stability. A unique and specific graphic model is also available.

4KA

Size: 138 - 144 - 151 - 154 - 160W
Color: Black, Pink
Made in Japan
Structure: Grind Standard
Material: HIC - Graphite / RPI-SPEED 795
Base Material: RPI-SPEED 795
Introducing a new shape

The shape of the board is designed to make it easy to spin and shift the board after landing.

Conventional shape (AH23/151cm)

New shape

Brand new shape opens up new possibilities
Playful ground trick board

The effective area of the nose and tail is made lighter, and made its overall length smaller to improve maneuverability. Stained graphics are built into the tip section that makes technical tricks possible.

Lighter weight and improved maneuverability through the use of a larger, more stable tip on the press and a shorter overall length

Improved stability for mid to low speed “Manos” ground tricks

Soft flex is suitable for mid to low speed “Manos” ground tricks. The shape has been redesigned with its overall length shorter by 15cm to improve handling and stability. Recommended for ground trick beginners who want to quickly master the control and the resilience of a board.

Easy to play with women’s leg strength
The classic “Manos” ground trick board

Lightweight, soft and well-balanced resilience in its nose and tail, making it easy for female riders to handle. New shape of 15cm shorter in its overall length makes it even easier to handle. Helps women improve their ground trick skills.
ALPINE/CURVING

Master of high speed turns with reduced vibration
Alpine board

To take the high-speed turns to its limit, special shock-absorption technologies such as "THE C", "YONIX C9D" have been added. Plates can be charged for different ranges, hard for competitions and soft for easier turns.

THE C SOFT FLEX / HARD FLEX

- Bar Code: TC2029F / TC2029HF
- Size: 147-152-162
- Color: SOFT FLEX / White HARD FLEX / Black
- Made in Japan
- Structure: Graphite laminate
- Material: Glass/Kevlar / Balsa / Carbon / Kevlar / PE
- Base Material: BI-MULTI HI-SPEED RACING GRAPHITE - Structure Patch
- S.A.V. System: BLU x 1000

Larger effective edge -- shock-absorption suppression construction

Hammerhead shaped competition board features the shock-absorption construction of the "THE C9D" and "THE C", employs maneuverability at high speed, this board aims to be the very best at the technical and snowboard cross competition.

SYMARC Mg

- Bar Code: SY24K
- Size: 151-156-161-164
- Color: Grey
- Made in Japan
- Structure: Graphite laminate
- Material: Glass/Kevlar / Bi-CORE / PE / ARS / PE / FL / PE
- Base Material: BI-MULTI HI-SPEED RACING GRAPHITE
- S.A.V. System: BLU x 1000

Go beyond the speed limit at turns

Hammerhead shaped board gives the board stability and control during a high speed turning. The Hammerhead shape gives more control and easy to handle.

SYMARC

- Bar Code: SY24
- Size: 151-156-161-164
- Color: Black
- Made in Japan
- Structure: Graphite laminate
- Material: Glass/Kevlar / Balsa / GLASS / PE / FL / PE
- Base Material: BI-MULTI HI-SPEED RACING GRAPHITE
- S.A.V. System: BLU x 1000

From short to long turns Enjoy high-level turns

This semi-hammerhead shaped carving board has a slightly longer effective edge and an easy to handle feel pattern. The high turning weight allows the board to turn quickly and its shock-absorbing construction creates stability in mid to high speed range.

THRUST

- Bar Code: TH24
- Size: 151-156-161-164
- Color: Red
- Made in Japan
- Structure: Graphite laminate
- Material: Glass/Kevlar / Balsa / GLASS / PE / FL / PE
- Base Material: BI-MULTI HI-SPEED RACING GRAPHITE
- S.A.V. System: BLU x 1000
**BINDINGS & BOOTS**

**SPINE**

**CUSTOMIZE SYSTEM**

Choose the perfect highback flex to match your scene

Customize the flex to fit your purposes easy as shifting the round graphite shaft (stiffness adjustable) to the spine.

**SPINEBACK MFB**

Size: S - M - L
Color: Grayish Green
Material: Base / Nylon, Glass Fibre, EVA
Size: S, M, L
Color: Matte Black / Gray
Material: Base / Nylon, Glass Fibre
High Back / Graphite, Nylon, Aluminum - Made in China

Now available in a soft-flex version to enhance the ground trick expression

**SPINEBACK**

Size: XS - S - M - L
Color: Matte Black / Gray
Material: Base / Nylon, Glass Fibre
High Back / Graphite, Nylon, Aluminum - Made in China

The flex of the highback can be customized by replacing the center carbon shell with separate shells to match any scenes while maintaining the lateral flexibility. With just one set of bindings, multiple adjustments can be made to match your condition.

**SPINEBACK FB**

Size: S - M - L
Color: Off White, Dark Gun
Material: Base / Nylon, Glass Fibre, EVA
High Back / Graphite, Nylon, Aluminum - Made in China

Flexible base for riding in style

**CUSTOMIZE CARBON SPINE**

Size: S - L
Material: Graphite
Made in Japan
M/L size, compatible with SPINEBACK S/ML.

**ECLIPSION BOA®**

Size: 27.2-29.9/CM
Color: Mustard / Material: Mesh, P.U, TPU, Rubber, EVA
Made in China

Excellent holding performance for accurate power transmission.

This hardflex boot features linear design to give a superior foot hold and a lightweight harness construction for precise power transfer. It also has a built-in power cushion to absorb impact of bindings. This boot is designed for halfpipe, technical competition and advanced riders.

**ECLIPSION BOA®**

Size: 27.2-29.9/CM
Color: Mustard / Material: Mesh, P.U, TPU, Rubber, EVA
Made in China

Comfortable fit and a freedom to express your style

Soft flex boot for those who seek flexible movements in powder and ground tricks, featuring an excellent fitting liner along with a lightweight harness transfer power. Increased adjustability by a double BOA system with TKS lacing.
WEAR

HEAT CAPSULE
Warm by changing infrared rays.

WATERPROOF
I couldn’t care less about rain or snow.

BREATHEABLE
High moisture permeability to control air flow.

FUNCTION

- Elastic cuffs
- Waist shirring & Drawcord
- Elastic cuffs
- Air Hole
- Smartphone Folder & Key Hook
- ID Card Pocket
- Cuff Gate
- Waist Powder Guard & Pass Case Cuff Gate
- Helmet-compatible hood cord
- Cuff Reinforcement
- Hand Warmer Pockets
- Back Opener
Popular oversized silhouette with high functionality

**A3TRICKER JACKET**
Product Code: SW70173
Colors: Pale Green, Pale Blue, Tobl Blue, Orange Brown
Material: Outer Material: 55% Composite Fiber/Polyester, 45% Polyester.
Lining: 100% Polyester
Function: Water resistance: over 3,000mm, Breathability: over 3,000g/m²/24hr
Size: S, M, L, XL Made in Vietnam

Popular among freestyle, park and groomed trick venues. This jacket is lightweight and easy to move with the oversized silhouette. It has an excellent functionality and comfort under any weather conditions.

Lookin’ cool in the classic loose style

**A3TRICKER PANTS**
Product Code: SW95173
Colors: Off White, Black
Material: Outer Material: 55% Composite Fiber/Polyester, 45% Polyester.
Lining: 100% Polyester
Function: Water resistance: over 3,000mm, Breathability: over 3,000g/m²/24hr
Size: S, M, L, XL Made in Vietnam

Popular loose style pants which uses high performance fabrics. Designed to retain retention, waterproof and breathability that keeps the comfortable condition all time. Loose fit, lightweight and easy to move, for your stylish tricks in comfort.
Features All-weather functions
World Class High performance outerwear

A3JACKET
Item Code: SW7574
Colors: Oli, Fd.Bl, Orange Brown, Black, Grigio
Material: Outer Material: 100% Polyester, 45% Polyamide
Lining: 65% Polyamide, 35% Rayon
Function: Water resistance over 10,000mm, Breathability over 35,000g/24h
Size: SS, S, M, L, XL
Made in Vietnam

In addition to an excellent waterproof and breathability of "SW7574", the "MATCH CAPSULE TRIPLE" front creates a heat-generating and heat-insulating effect. Using a stretchable material and its silhouette by a dress-dimensional cut was created. Designed for the top world-class environment.

Comfort enhances concentration
Enables an expression of the innovative style

A3IBIBPANTS
Item Code: SW8575
Colors: Oli, Fd.Bl, Orange Brown, Black, Grigio
Material: Outer Material: 100% Polyester, 45% Polyamide
Lining: 65% Polyamide, 35% Rayon
Function: Water resistance over 10,000mm, Breathability over 35,000g/24h
Size: SS, S, M, L, XL
Made in Vietnam

"Around the body, wearing taking off the bib pants" is solved by utilizing the double zipper at the back with a snap clasp, giving you a wide back opening. A bib-style pants suitable for deep snow, freeride, and park riders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SW7573</th>
<th>A3TRICKER JACKET</th>
<th>SW7574</th>
<th>A3JACKET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ss</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>height</td>
<td>140.0</td>
<td>150.0</td>
<td>160.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with</td>
<td>156.0</td>
<td>166.0</td>
<td>176.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chest</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>93.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>length</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>85.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SW6573</th>
<th>A3TRICKER PANTS</th>
<th>SW6574</th>
<th>A3PANTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>small</td>
<td>110.0</td>
<td>120.0</td>
<td>130.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waist</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>38.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rj</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>62.0</td>
<td>64.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>length</td>
<td>78.0</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>85.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SW8575</th>
<th>A3IBIBPANTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>small</td>
<td>142.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waist</td>
<td>36.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rj</td>
<td>60.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>length</td>
<td>80.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ACCESSORIES

PADDING JACKET
- Color: Deep Green, Black, Light Brown
- Material: Outer Material: Polyester, Back: 6% Polyester, 31% Rayon
- Size: S,M,L,XL Made in Vietnam

PADDING PANTS
- Color: Black
- Material: Outer Material: 100% Nylon, Padding: 100% Polyester
- Size: S,M,L,XL Made in China

MITTENS
- Color: Black
- Material: 100% Polyester
- Size: S,M,L Made in China

PARKA
- Color: Black, Off White
- Material: 60% Polyester, 35% Cotton
- Size: S,M,L,XL Made in China

SOCKS
- Color: Black
- Material: Acrylic, Polyester, Nylon, Wool, Polyurethane
- Size: S (23-26cm), M (23-26cm), L (24-29cm)
- Made in Japan

INNER SHIRT
- Color: Black
- Material: 100% Polyester
- Size: S,M,L,XL Made in China

INNER PANTS
- Color: Black
- Material: 100% Polyester
- Size: S,M,L,XL Made in China

BEANIE
- Color: Black, Dark Green
- Material: 100% Acrylic
- Made in China

SNOWBOARD HELMET
- Color: Black
- Material: Outer Layer: Polyethylene Foam, Inner Layers: Polyethylene Foam
- Size: S (52-56cm), M (58-60cm), L (60-62cm)
- Made in China